
Childminder report

Inspection date: 16 March 2020

Overall effectiveness Good

The quality of education Good

Behaviour and attitudes Good

Personal development Good

Leadership and management Good

Overall effectiveness at previous 
inspection Good



What is it like to attend this early years setting?

The provision is good

Children are happy and secure in the childminder's care. They enjoy close 
relationships with her. Chidren seek her out to share their experiences and enjoy 
listening to the childminder read a range of stories. The childminder is skilled at 
making stories interesting, such as by using props, different voices and 
encouraging children to think about the storyline. For instance, children giggle with 
delight as they listen to the childminder pretend to be the 'evil pea' from the 
popular story 'Supertato'. Children show positive attitudes to learning as they 
explore a variety of fruits and vegetables. The childminder introduces new words 
such as 'aubergine' to help extend their developing vocabulary. 

Children clearly enjoy the time they spend with the childminder. They feel safe and 
secure in the family environment that is a key part of the service the childminder 
offers. Children behave well. They clearly know and follow the house rules. The 
childminder gains information from parents when children first start about what 
they know and can do, about comfort objects and for single words in their home 
language. This further helps the childminder plan activities and experiences to 
meet their individual needs, and to help children settle quickly.

What does the early years setting do well and what does it 
need to do better?

n The childminder demonstrates pride, dedication and commitment to providing 
good-quality care for children and their families. She is enthusiastic in her 
practice and continuously reflects on her strengths and identifies any areas for 
improvement. The childminder shares information and good practice ideas with 
other childminders and completes all mandatory training requirements. However, 
she has not yet considered training opportunities that focus on raising the 
quality of teaching and education to an even higher level.

n The childminder encourages children's good behaviour effectively by offering 
calm and consistent reminders about sharing, turn taking and listening to 
friends. Young children follow instructions well. They help to tidy away resources 
and respond well to the guidance given about sitting safely on chairs. 
Subsequently, children are beginning to understand what is expected of them, 
helping them to learn right from wrong.

n The childminder promotes early mathematical skills well. She frequently uses 
mathematical language, including naming shapes and counting. For example, 
she counts 1, 2, 3, as children carefully count the number of strawberries for 
their snack. The childminder understands the importance of promoting children's 
awareness of healthy eating. For example, she engages in conversation about 
healthy food choices at mealtimes. 

n Partnerships with parents are well established. The childminder speaks to 
parents on a daily basis and shares information with them to support children's 
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learning at home. Furthermore, the childminder guides parents with routines 
such as potty training and works collaboratively with them to provide a 
consistent approach. Comments from parents are overwhelmingly positive. The 
childminder has established effective partnerships with local pre-schools. This 
helps to create a consistent approach to children's learning and development. 

n The curriculum provided by the childminder gives children a broad range of 
activities that motivate learning and capture their interest. For instance, children 
are excited to pretend to be hairdressers. This helps children to make good 
progress in their learning. However, at times, there is scope to develop even 
further the range of experiences that are provided to extend the concentration 
span in the youngest children, for example, allowing children time to work out 
simple problems before stepping in with solutions. 

n Successful strategies give children opportunities that promote an understanding 
of people and families beyond their own immediate experiences. Family 
photographs are displayed on a world map to promote children's positive sense 
of identity. The childminder successfully supports children to learn about 
different traditions and beliefs, such as Diwali, Christmas and Chinese New Year.

Safeguarding

The arrangements for safeguarding are effective.

The childminder keeps her safeguarding knowledge up to date, for example by 
completing regular training. She has a comprehensive knowledge of the indicators 
of possible abuse and the procedures to follow should she have a concern about a 
child's welfare. The childminder understands her role to protect children from 
extreme views and beliefs. She knows what to do should there be a complaint or 
an allegation made against her or a family member. The premises are secure and 
the childminder carries out daily checks of the indoor and outdoor environments to 
ensure they remain safe for children to use. 

What does the setting need to do to improve?

To further improve the quality of the early years provision, the provider 
should:

n extend professional development opportunities and raise the quality of teaching 
to an even higher level

n explore techniques to develop the concentration span of the youngest children.
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Setting details
Unique reference number EY482365

Local authority Surrey

Inspection number 10076300

Type of provision Childminder

Registers Early Years Register, Compulsory Childcare 
Register, Voluntary Childcare Register

Day care type Childminder

Age range of children at time of 
inspection

1 to 6

Total number of places 6

Number of children on roll 5

Date of previous inspection 9 May 2016

Information about this early years setting

The childminder registered in 2014. She lives in Lower Kingswood, Surrey. The 
childminder works all year round from 7.20am to 5.30pm, Monday to Friday, except 
for bank holidays and family holidays. The childminder holds qualified teacher 
status. She receives funding for the provision of free early education for children 
aged three and four years.

Information about this inspection

Inspector
Sarah Richards
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Inspection activities

n Ofsted is aware of the challenges that Covid-19 is currently posing to those we 
inspect. During this visit, the inspector took into consideration the impact of any 
measures being taken to slow the spread of Coronavirus by the setting. This has 
included the effect these measures have had on the current attendance of the 
children and staffing arrangements.

n The inspector and childminder completed a learning walk to understand how the 
early years provision, resources and curriculum are organised.

n A joint observation was carried out by the inspector and childminder. 
n The inspector took into account the views of parents and children during the 

inspection.
n The inspector looked at a range of documentation, including evidence of the 

suitability of persons living in the home. She also discussed the childminder's 
safeguarding procedure. 

n A learning discussion was held with the childminder about her intent for 
children's learning.

We carried out this inspection under sections 49 and 50 of the Childcare Act 2006 
on the quality and standards of provision that is registered on the Early Years 
Register. The registered person must ensure that this provision complies with the 
statutory framework for children's learning, development and care, known as the 
early years foundation stage.

If you are not happy with the inspection or the report, you can complain to Ofsted.
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The Office for Standards in Education, Children's Services and Skills (Ofsted) 
regulates and inspects to achieve excellence in the care of children and young 
people, and in education and skills for learners of all ages. It regulates and 
inspects childcare and children's social care, and inspects the Children and Family 
Court Advisory and Support Service (Cafcass), schools, colleges, initial teacher 
training, further education and skills, adult and community learning, and education 
and training in prisons and other secure establishments. It assesses council 
children's services, and inspects services for looked after children, safeguarding 
and child protection.

If you would like a copy of this document in a different format, such as large print 
or Braille, please telephone 0300 123 1231, or email enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk.

You may reuse this information (not including logos) free of charge in any format 
or medium, under the terms of the Open Government Licence. To view this licence, 
visit www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/doc/open-government-licence/, write to the 
Information Policy Team, The National Archives, Kew, London TW9 4DU, or email: 
psi@nationalarchives.gsi.gov.uk

This publication is available at https://reports.ofsted.gov.uk/.

Interested in our work? You can subscribe to our monthly newsletter for more 
information and updates: http://eepurl.com/iTrDn.

Piccadilly Gate
Store Street
Manchester
M1 2WD

T: 0300 123 1231
Textphone: 0161 618 8524
E: enquiries@ofsted.gov.uk
W: www.gov.uk/ofsted

© Crown copyright 2020
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